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ABSTRACT 
Human Resource Accounting is the process of 

assigning, budgeting, and reporting the cost of human 
resources incurred in an organization, including wages and 
salaries and training expenses. Human Resource Accounting is 
the activity of knowing the cost invested for employees towards 
their recruitment, training them, payment of salaries & other 
benefits paid and in return knowing their contribution to 
organisation towards it's profitability. Human Resource 
Accounting (HRA) is another part of bookkeeping. It depends 
on the customary idea that all consumption of human 
resources development is treated as a charge against the 
income of the period as it doesn't make any actual resource. However, presently a day this idea has 
changed and the expense brought about on any resource HRA fills the accompanying needs in an 
association: It outfits cost/esteem data for settling on administration choices about getting, apportioning, 
creating, and keeping HR in control to accomplish cost-adequacy; 
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INTRODUCTION 

Human asset bookkeeping is the method involved with recognizing and announcing 
speculations made in the HR of an association that are as of now unaccounted for in the regular 
bookkeeping practices.It is an augmentation of standard bookkeeping standards. Estimating the worth 
of HR can help associations in precisely reporting their resources.   Human Resource Accounting is 
comparable on a basic level to the readiness 'of bookkeeping proclamations. Similarly as monetary 
bookkeeping mirrors the expense of resource, for example, building, Land, Machinery, HRA attempts to 
put a worth on authoritative HR by planning a human asset accounting report. Here Human assets are 
introduced as resources, not a cost. To guarantee development and improvement of any association, the 
productivity of individuals should be increased in the right viewpoint. Without human asset, the asset 
can't be functionally viable. The first wellbeing of the association is demonstrated by the human 
conduct factors, similar to bunch dependability, expertise, inspiration and limit with respect to 
successful connection, correspondence and independent direction.   Human Resource Accounting is the 
estimation of the expense and worth of individuals to the association. It includes estimating costs 
brought about by the associations to enroll, select, recruit, prepare and foster representatives and judge 
their monetary worth to the association. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING-  
"Human Resource Accounting" is the branch-off of different examination studies led in the space 

of bookkeeping and money. Human asset is a resource whose worth gets increased in value throughout 
the timeframe gave set, applied and created the correct way. Till the new past, associations took not 
many endeavors to dole out money related worth to human asset in its bookkeeping practice. Conduct 
researchers started endeavors to foster proper procedure for discovering the worth of human asset to 
the association. They were against the traditional bookkeeping practice for its inability to esteem the 
human asset of an association alongside actual assets.  The conventional idea proposed that 
consumption on human asset is treated as a charge against income as it doesn't make any actual 
resource. At present there is an adjustment of this idea and the costs brought about on any resource (as 
HR) ought to be treated as capital use as it yields benefits which can be determined for an extensive 
stretch of time and could be estimated in financial terms. Coming up next are the motivations behind 
why Human Resources Accounting has been getting such a lot of consideration in the new years. 
 Initially, there is authentic requirement for solid and complete administration of HR. 
 Besides, a conventional structure of Accounting is in the process to incorporate a lot more extensive 

arrangement of estimation than was conceivable before. Individuals are the main resources of an 
association yet the worth of this resource yet to show up in fiscal summaries. It doesn't get 
remembered for the executives data frameworks as well. 

 
Meaning and Definition of Human Resource Accounting- 

The idea of human asset bookkeeping can be better perceived assuming one goes through a 
portion of the significant definitions given by the skillful writers in the bookkeeping field. 
1. The American Accounting Society Committee on Human Resource Accounting characterizes it 
as follows: 

     "Human Resource Accounting is the method involved with recognizing and estimating 
information about HR and conveying this data to invested individuals." In basic terms, it is an 
augmentation of the bookkeeping standards of matching expenses and incomes and of getting sorted 
out information to impart pertinent data in monetary terms. 

 
2. Mr Woodruff Jr. VP of R. G. Insane Corporation characterizes it as follows: 

         "Human Resource Accounting is an endeavor to recognize and report ventures made in HR of 
an association that are by and by not represented in regular bookkeeping practice. Fundamentally it is a 
data framework that lets the administration know what changes over the long haul are happening to 
the HR of the business." 

 
Characteristics and features of Human Resource Accounting- 
1.A meaning of the center idea of HR bookkeeping. 
2.The estimation and valuation of HR. 
3. Recording of estimations and valuation in account books. 
4. Divulgence of the recorded data in the budget reports. 
5. Correspondence of monetary data to dynamic gatherings, upheld by various apparatuses applicable 
to their choices. 
6. Arranging interests in HR. 
7. Arranging, controlling and checking the progressions in activities and the worth of HR. 

 
Objectives of a HR Accounting system are as follows- 
1. To outfit cost esteem data for settling on legitimate and compelling administration choices about 
securing, distributing, creating and keeping HR in control to accomplish practical authoritative 
destinations. 
2. To screen viably the utilization of HR by the administration. 
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3. To have an examination of the human resource i.e.whether such resources are monitored, exhausted 
or appreciated. 
4. To support the improvement of the executives standards, and appropriate decision making for the 
future by ordering monetary results, of different practices. 
5. On the whole, it works with valuation of HR, recording the valuation in the books of record and 
exposure of the data in the budget report. 

 
Benefits of Human Resource Accounting- 
Coming up next are the fundamental advantages of Human Resource Accounting: 

 
1. Helpful in proper interpretation of Return on Capital Employed:- The human asset bookkeeping 
will uncover the worth of HR. This will help in appropriate understanding of return on capital utilized. 
such data will give long haul viewpoint of the business execution which could be more dependable than 
the profit from capital utilized dependent on net benefit as it were. 
2. Improves managerial decision-making:- The support of point by point records identifying with 
inward HR (for example representatives), will further develop administrative dynamic uncommonly in 
circumstances like direct enlistment versus advancement, move versus maintenance, conservation or 
alleviating versus maintenance, utility of cost decrease modified taking into account its conceivable 
effect on human relations and effect of monetary control on human relations and hierarchical conduct 
and choice on moving plants, shutting down existing units, growing abroad auxiliaries and so forth In 
this way, the utilization of HRA will work on the nature of the board. 
3. Serves social purpose:- It will fill social need by ID of human asset as a significant resource which 
will help in counteraction of abuse and under use because of negligent or rather careless exchanges, 
downgrades, lay offs and everyday abuse by chiefs and different bosses in the regulatory progressive 
system; productive designation of assets in the economy; affecting economy and proficiency in the 
utilization of HR and appropriate comprehension of the insidious impacts of avoidable work 
turmoil/questions on the nature of the interior HR. 
4. Increases productivity:- It will have the way for expanding usefulness of the HR on the grounds 
that, the way that a money related worth is appended to HR, and that human ability, dedication and 
expertise are considered as significant resources and allocated a spot in the budget summaries of the 
association, would help the assurance, dependability and drive of the workers, making to them a feeling 
of having a place towards the association and would go about as an incredible motivator, leading to 
expanded efficiency. 
5. Invaluable contribution to humanity:- HRA will be a priceless commitment for bookkeeping to 
mankind and it will prompt work on human effectiveness while protecting human pride and honor. For 
this, an essential change in individual conduct, demeanor and believing is required. HRA will help in 
understanding the worth of HR and, subsequently, will impact the singular conduct, disposition and 
thinking the ideal way. 
6. Essential where the human element is the prime factor:- HRA is significant in such associations 
where human component is the superb variable, e.g., an expert bookkeeping firm, a show organization, 
a specialist and lawyer firm, an instructive establishment and so forth 
7. Helps in investment decisions:- The worth of an organizations HR is useful to possible financial 
backers and different clients in settling on long haul speculation choices. 
8. Completes MIS:- Human asset information would make a more complete administration data 
framework as it can give data of essential significance to both present moment and long haul decision-
production just as execution estimation. It will give sufficient premise to choice on assignment of assets 
for example planning, capital consumption choices and better estimation of assets of an association. 
Execution estimation helps in surveying the qualities and weaknesses of an association and helps in 
improving advancement strategies. 
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9. For successful operation of an organization:- The accomplishment of an association particularly 
relies upon the development of value work power at all levels. The examples of overcoming adversity of 
BHEL, ITC, Hindustan Lever, Larsen and Toubro and a few different ventures are to a great extent 
because of the accentuation on human asset advancement. Assuming this fundamental resource isn't 
displayed yet to be determined sheet, to that degree the general population and financial backers are 
debilitated. 

 
PROBLEMS AND PROBLEMS AND LIMITATION OF HRA- 

        Most likely HRA can give important data both to the board and pariahs, yet its turn of events 
and application in various ventures and associations has not been exceptionally reassuring. This 
bookkeeping idea isn't famous like social bookkeeping since it may not bring about giving quick and 
unmistakable advantages and by virtue of the reality of absence of agreement among bookkeepers and 
other worried about the premise of estimation of the worth of HR. The hesitance with respect to the 
association to present the HRA framework can be ascribed to the accompanying: 

 
1. There are no particular and obvious rules for tracking down cost and „value of HR of an association 
The current valuation frameworks experience the ill effects of numerous disadvantages. 
2. The existence of HR is dubious and thusly, esteeming them under vulnerability appears to be 
ridiculous. 
3. There is plausible that HRA might prompt dehumanizing and controls in representatives. For 
instance, an individual having a low worth might feel debilitate and in this manner, in itself, may 
influence his capability in work. 
4. The genuinely necessary experimental proof is yet to be found to help the speculation that HRA, as an 
administrative apparatus, works with better and successful administration of HR. 
5. HR, in contrast to actual resources, are not equipped for being possessed, held and used at the delight 
of the association. Thus, regarding them as „asset in the severe feeling of the term, couldn't be suitable. 
6. There is a steady feeling of dread toward resistance from the worker's guild. Setting the worth on 
workers would incite them to look for remunerations and pay dependent on such valuation. 
7. In what structure and way, should their worth be remembered for the fiscal reports? Is one more 
inquiry on which there is no agreement in the bookkeeping calling. 
8. On the off chance that a valuation must be put on HR, how might it be amortized? Should the pace of 
amortization be diminishing, steady or expanding? Would it be a good idea for it to be something very 
similar or distinctive for various classifications of faculty? 
9. Charge laws don't perceive individuals as resources. So human asset bookkeeping has been 
diminished to a just hypothetical idea. 
 
HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING IN INDIA- 

 In India, the budget summaries of organizations must be ready according to the arrangements 
of the Companies Act, 1956. The Act doesn't accommodate divulgence of any critical data about HR 
utilized in an organization aside from that the organizations need to give via a note to the Profit and 
Loss Account, points of interest of representatives getting compensation of Rs.6,00,000 per annum or 
more.  However, there isn't anything in the Act which keeps an organization from giving insights 
regarding its HR byway of a beneficial data connected with its budget summaries. Considering the 
developing significance of human asset bookkeeping, numerous corporate undertakings in India are 
willfully giving data about their HR. They number around 15 altogether and incorporate numerous 
significant public area endeavor viz. Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (BHEL), Steel Authority of India 
Ltd.(SAIL), Minerals and Metal Trading partnership of India (MMTC), National Thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC), Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) and architects India Ltd. (EIL). Among 
every one of the ventures BHEL is the trailblazer in the field of huma asset bookkeeping since mid-
1970. The greater part of the Indian organizations and companies have followed fundamentally Lev and 
Schwartz Model for valuation of HR. The model includes valuation of HR based on the current worth of 
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the assessed future profit of the workers limited at the expense of capital rate. BHEL has fused specific 
enhancements in this model. The organization has characterized its representatives into six classes 
dependent on ability, sort of work, insight and capabilities. 

 
EMERGING ISSUES -  
HR bookkeeping obviously incorporates such component as: 
a) The sythesis of representatives in various grades for quite some time. 
b) Productivity of HR for a very long time. 
c) Programmers for worker improvement. 
d) Personnel installments to the workers and costs on friendly government assistance per 
representative. 
e) Human resources valuation. 
f) Human resources versus absolute resources. 
g) Values of human resources in an association. 

 
CONCLUSIONS- 

 Human asset bookkeeping is the method involved with recognizing and announcing 
speculations made in the HR of an association that are as of now unaccounted for in the regular 
bookkeeping practices.It is an augmentation of standard bookkeeping standards.Similarly as monetary 
bookkeeping mirrors the expense of resource, for example, building, Land, Machinery, HRA attempts to 
put a worth on authoritative HR by planning a human asset accounting report. Serves social purpose:- It 
will fill social need by ID of human asset as a significant resource which will help in counteraction of 
abuse and under use because of negligent or rather careless exchanges, downgrades, lay offs and 
everyday abuse by chiefs and different bosses in the regulatory progressive system; productive 
designation of assets in the economy; affecting economy and proficiency in the utilization of HR and 
appropriate comprehension of the insidious impacts of avoidable work turmoil/questions on the nature 
of the interior HR. Increases productivity:- It will have the way for expanding usefulness of the HR on 
the grounds that, the way that a money related worth is appended to HR, and that human ability, 
dedication and expertise are considered as significant resources and allocated a spot in the budget 
summaries of the association, would help the assurance, dependability and drive of the workers, 
making to them a feeling of having a place towards . 
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